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xiaoyingzi(贝贝)nbsp；nbsp； SPEAKINGnbsp； family name

?My last name is X.2)What’s your full name?My name is X X.3)

What’s your given name(frist name)?Ying is my given name(frist

name).4) What’s your English mane?(And what shall I call

you?)My English name is Candy.( You can call me candy.)5) Can I

see your identification please?Yes.Here it is.6)Dose your name have

any special meaning?(what’s the meaning of your Chinese

name?My grandfather gave this name to me. Itnbsp； 1)Where do

you come from?( where are you from? Where is your hometown?)I

come from hangzhou ,zhejiang province.2)What’s the most special

building in your hometown?I think the broken bridge is the most

magical building in my hometown.3)What does it looks

like?Well,the broken bridge is the starting point of the bai causeway.

In winter when it snows the scene is especially beautiful. Because the

snow only cover two sides of the bridge without the middle. and look

at this view on the mountain peak,the bridge just like broken. I can

’t explain it in a scientific way, but I know a folk love story is

supposed to take place here.4)What’s the history of your

hometown?There are a long history in my hometowm. As you know

there were so many dynasties in china,hangzhou was the capital of

song dynasty. And we found a lot of historical objects here. Just like

yuefei’s grave. 5)What’s the climate like in your



hometown?There is 4 seasons in my hometown, the climate different

from season to season. The spring and the autumn are quite similar.

They are both mild and pleasant. But it often rains. And in the

summer, it’s a little bitter moist and hot. On the other hand ,the

winter will make you feel chilly.6)What are the people like in your

hometown?People in my hometown are very hardworking and

open-minded. They can accept new things quickly, furthermore they

like do their work in a efficient way. But don’t misunderstand.

They will never confuse their work time and leisure time. They like

enjoy their colorful life.7)What kind of food and dishes do people

eat in your hometown?My hometown is famous for its fish. We call it

xihucuyu. Maybe the fish come from the West-lake .8)Can you

describe the street in your hometown?The street in my hometown is

clean and tidy. But it isn’t enough wide to us. In the rush hour, it

becomes so crowed.9)Where do you live?I‘v lived at the wenyi

road beside the xixi lake. 10)Can you talk about your

hometown?Sure. Hangzhou is the capital of zhejiang province. So it

’s the center of politics, cultures, communication, economy and

finance of the province. It locates in the southeast of

china.3.Educational background1)Are you with a job or are you

studying?2)Can you tell me something about your studying?3)What

’s your major?4)Why did you choose this major?5)What subjects

do you like or dislike?6)What are the advantages and disadvantages

of your university?4.Museum1)Do you often go to

museums?2)What kind of museum do you like?3)Why?4)What

kind of museum are more popular in china?5)Do you think we



should pay money to go to museum?6)How much we should pay to

go to museum?7)What’s important for museum?5.Collection1)Do

you like collect things?2)What do Chinese people like to

collect?3)Why do you have such a collction?4)What can people

learn from their collections?6.Colthes1)What kind colthes do you

like?2)How do you get information about fasion?3)What’s the

difference between the clothes at present and ten years

ago?7.Color1)What color do you like? Why?2)What’s the

difference between the color which you like now and ten years

ago?3)What do you think of fasion?4)Do you think that colors can

decrible one’s personality?5)When you see a person ,can you tell

what kind of person he or she is?6)What’s the special meaning of

colors?7)Do you think that color have different meanings to different

people?8)What special meaning do color have in your

country?8.Sports1)What kind of sports do you like?2)What the

difference between the sports men play and women play?

Why?9.Cooking(food)1)Do you cooking at home?2)How often do

you cook by yourself?3)Who cooks in your family?4)How do

Chinese people learn cooking?5)Who do you learn cooking

from?6)Do you get some /new receipe/new way of cooking from

TV?7)Do you read cookery book?8)What kind of cookery is

useful?9)Do you like fast food?10)What of people like fast

food?11)Why fast food is more popular?12)What’s the influence

that fast food in china?13)Do you think guide book is useful?nbsp
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